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SECTION A 
 
Question 1 
 
Explain fully, citing authority as appropriate, all of the mechanisms in Scots criminal law by 

which art and part liability may be established.  

 
Question 2 
 
Set out fully, citing authority (case law and statute) as appropriate, the principles of 

 

a) the special defence of mental disorder (s 51A of the Criminal Procedure 

(Scotland) Act 1995); and 

b) the partial defence to murder of diminished responsibility (s 51B of the Criminal 
Procedure (Scotland) Act 1995) 

 
 
Question 3 
 
Explain fully, citing authority as appropriate, the principles of the crimes, in Scots criminal 

law of 

  

a) assault; and 

b) causing reckless injury 
 
 
Question 4 
 
Set out fully, citing authority as appropriate, the principles of the crime of rape (s 1 of the 

Sexual Offences (Scotland) Act 2009) in Scots law, considering particularly the way in which 

consent is defined and applied. 

 

END OF SECTION A 



  

SECTION B 
 
 
Question 5 
 
Dave has recently bought a new home, but he has no furniture in his living room.  He hears 
that his friends, Alice and Sue, are going on holiday for a fortnight.  He goes round to see 
them off.  Some years ago, they had asked Dave to feed their cat when they were on holiday.  
He has a key for their property because he had a copy made of the one lent to him for that 
purpose.  Alice and Sue do not know this.  He waits an hour to make sure they are not coming 
back then lets himself into the house with the key.  From their living room he collects an 
armchair, a coffee table and a small portable television.  He packs these into the back of his 
car and drives them back to his own home.  He plans to make use of them for a few days 
and return them before Alice and Sue return. 
 
The next day, Dave is at home when a van arrives, driven by his friend Kathleen.  She 
explains that she knew that his new home was pretty much completely empty and “she just 
needs somewhere to keep some things till the heat dies down”.  She says that, if Dave can 
help, he’ll get £1000.  Dave looks in the van and sees twenty boxes, all containing new 
computers.  He can think of no good reason for Kathleen having this equipment.  He decides 
to store the computers for her and ask no questions.  £1000 is too good to miss. 
 
Dave decides that he must have some kitchen gadgets.  He wants a bean-to-cup coffee 
machine.  He goes to a local store where these machines are sold.  He wears a set of overalls 
onto the front of which he has glued a logo of the coffee machine manufacturer.  He wears 
his photo ID for his gym on a lanyard round his neck and sticks a smaller version of the coffee 
machine manufacturer logo onto a corner of that.  He picks up a new coffee machine, still in 
its box from the shop floor.  A shop worker asks him what he’s doing.  He says that he has 
picked the machine up to return to the manufacturers because it has been reported as faulty.  
In fact, Dave has no connection to the manufacturer company, and this is a lie.  The shop 
worker disbelieves Dave and takes the machine back. 
 
Which crimes in Scots criminal law may have been committed by Dave?  Give full reasons 
for your answer citing authority as appropriate. 
  



  

Question 6 
 
Eleanor is out for walk with her three-year old nephew, Elton.  Suddenly, he starts screaming 
and saying that his head hurts.  He sits down on the pavement and hides his head in hands.  
Eleanor is very worried about his health.  He isn’t moving much but he keeps screaming.  She 
sees a bicycle, with a child seat attached, in a nearby garden and decides that she will need 
to use that to get Elton to the hospital.  She wheels it out of the garden, straps Elton into the 
child seat, and cycles off down the road.  After about 10 minutes, Elton sits up, says “all better 
now” and starts singing.  Eleanor decides that she really can’t be bothered to return the bike 
and cycles back home on it, dropping Elton off at his home on the way. 
 
When she gets back, she finds her ex-partner, Shaun, waiting for her.  She invites him in and 
makes a pot of tea.  She doesn’t notice when Shaun puts a white powder into her tea-cup.  
Shaun saw an advert on the internet for this powder which is said to be a love potion “to make 
her go wild for you”.  In fact, when Eleanor drinks the tea with the powder in it, its effect on 
her is to produce a feeling of disorientation.  She grabs Shaun’s mobile phone and his ear 
buds and jumps up and down on them until they are broken into pieces.  She has a feeling 
that she should not be doing this, but she is unable to stop herself. 
 
Eleanor and Shaun once lived together for a period of about a year.  Since they split up, they 
have occasionally slept together but they have also both had other relationships.  Three days 
later, after the effects of the white powder have completely left her system, Eleanor sees 
Shaun talking to another woman.  She goes up to him and asks him what is going on.  He 
says that the woman, named Carrie, is his new girlfriend.  Eleanor asks if they’ve slept 
together and Shaun says “yes”.  Eleanor flies into a rage and starts shouting “how could you 
do that? You’re mine”.  She is so angry that she picks up a piece of brick which is lying beside 
the road and throws it at Carrie.  It hits Carrie on the head, killing her instantly. 
 
Eleanor has been charged with theft of the bicycle, vandalism of Shaun’s phone and ear buds 
and murder of Carrie.  Which defences in Scots criminal law might be available to her and 
why?  Give full reasons for your answer, citing authority as appropriate. 
 
 
 

END OF SECTION B 
 
 
 

END OF QUESTION PAPER 
   
 


